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Change in the magnitude and mechanisms of
global temperature variability with warming
Patrick T. Brown1*, Yi Ming2, Wenhong Li3 and Spencer A. Hill4,5
Natural unforced variability in global mean surface air temperature (GMST) can mask or exaggerate human-caused global
warming, and thus a complete understanding of this variability is highly desirable. Significant progress has been made in
elucidating themagnitude and physical origins of present-day unforced GMST variability, but it has remained unclear how such
variability may change as the climate warms. Here we present modelling evidence that indicates that the magnitude of low-
frequency GMST variability is likely to decline in a warmer climate and that its generating mechanisms may be fundamentally
altered. In particular, a warmer climate results in lower albedo at high latitudes, which yields a weaker albedo feedback on
unforced GMST variability. These results imply that unforced GMST variability is dependent on the background climatological
conditions, and thus climate model control simulations run under perpetual pre-industrial conditions may have only limited
relevance for understanding the unforced GMST variability of the future.
G lobal mean surface air temperature (GMST) is one ofthe most well-recognized metrics of climate change bothcontemporarily and through deep time. On centennial
timescales, positive external radiative forcings, mostly due to
increased concentrations of well-mixed greenhouse gases, are
currently causing pronouncedGMSTwarming1. However, unforced
GMST change, which is spontaneously generated from interactions
internal to the ocean–atmosphere–land system, superimposes
variability on this long-termwarming that can alternatively mask or
exaggerate externally forced signals for years to decades at a time2–4.
Thus, to attribute past changes to human activities or to accurately
predict climate change on policy-relevant decadal timescales, robust
understanding of both the magnitude and mechanisms responsible
for unforced GMST variability is critical.
Three principal methodologies are typically used to surmise
information on the physics and statistics of contemporary unforced
GMST variability: unforced GMST variability is studied using the
output of coupled atmosphere–ocean global climate models run
under perpetual pre-industrial boundary conditions5–10; unforced
GMST variability is studied using observed or reconstructed data
sets spanning the most recent century to approximately the past
millennium11–17; and/or unforced GMST variability is studied in
climate model experiments that incorporate historical estimates of
time-varying external radiative forcings2,9,18–21. Such studies could
be used to draw inferences about unforced GMST variability
in the future if it is assumed that GMST variability is more-
or-less independent of the climatological GMST. However, given
that many features of the climate system are not independent of
absolute temperature, it is plausible that the physics and statistics
of GMST variability might not be conserved across a wide range
of climatological GMST values. For example, a warmer climate
is likely to be characterized by changes in mean sea-ice extent22,
hydrology22, upper-ocean stratification23, and surface energy budget
partitioning24, all of which could impact GMST variability.
Previous work has emphasized changes in local surface air
temperature (SAT) variability with warming25–32, but the purpose
of the present study is to examine how GMST variability may or
may not change as the underlying climate warms. We perform
detailed analysis on an experiment utilizing the fully coupled
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) CM3 climate
model, and we supplement this with results from an atmosphere-
only GFDLAM3 experiment as well as relevant results from Phase 5
of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5; ref. 33)
archive (see Methods).
Response of GMST variability to GMST warming
First we compare approximately nine centuries of variability in
the fully coupled GFDL CM3 model run under perpetual pre-
industrial radiative boundary conditions with variability in the
same model after the climate system has equilibrated to a doubling
of atmospheric CO2 concentration (Fig. 1). The warming of the
climatological GMST (+4.8 K) is associated with a∼43% reduction
(∼9% reduction per kelvin of GMST warming) in the temporal
standard deviation of low-frequency GMST variability (identified
with a 15-year lowess34 filter; see blue and red lines in Fig. 1a,b).
The reduction in variability is not specific to the definition of low-
frequency timescale—it occurs on virtually all timescales longer
than approximately a decade (see blue and red lines in Fig. 1c).
Not only is there a large change in the magnitude of low-
frequency GMST variability between the GFDL CM3 pre-industrial
control and 2×CO2 runs, there is also an alteration in the
geographic origin of GMST variability. Figure 1d,e shows the local
SAT regression against low-frequency GMST variability, which
highlights the regions that contribute the most to GMST variability
in each run. Stippling represents ‘regions of significant influence’5
on GMST variability, which are locations that have a statistically
significant relationship between local SAT and GMST variability,
have local SAT variability that tends to lead GMST variability
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Supplementary Figure 1 | a, time series of the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO, 14	
spatially weighed mean SST from 7.5°W-75°W and 0°N to 60°N) and GMST for the 15	
GFDL CM3 preindustrial control run. b, as in (a) but for the GFDL CM3 2´CO2 run. 16	
Time series are offset from 0 to allow for visual comparison.  17	
 18	
 19	
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Seasonal Variability. Seasonally, the summer half-year is primarily responsible for 20	
producing the energy imbalances that enhance GMST variability in the preindustrial 21	
control run (Supplementary Fig. 2a). At TOA, the clear LW cooling and cloud 22	
components are not heavily dependent on season, so the difference between the summer 23	
half-year and winter half-year is primarily attributable to the clear SW component which 24	
is much more positive in the summer (cf. blue dashed line in Supplementary Figs. 2c and 25	
2e). This relationship is also apparent at the surface, where the difference between winter 26	
and summer ­Q is primarily due to the net shortwave component (cf. blue dashed line in 27	
Supplementary Figs. 3c and 3e). 28	
 29	
 30	
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Supplementary Figure 2 | As in Fig. 2a and 2b but expanded seasonally. Here, seasons 40	
are global, meaning that the summer half-year for both hemispheres is considered 41	
simultaneously when producing the summer values and the winter half-year for both 42	
hemispheres is considered simultaneously to produce global winter values.  43	
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Supplementary Figure 3 | As in Fig. 2c and 2d but expanded seasonally. Here, seasons 45	
are global, meaning that the summer half-year for both hemispheres is considered 46	
simultaneously when producing the summer values and the winter half-year for both 47	
hemispheres is considered simultaneously to produce global winter values. 48	
 49	
 50	
 51	
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Supplementary Figure 4 | Regression of labeled variables against the standard deviation 55	
of GMST (not time lagged) in the GFDL CM3 preindustrial control run. MLD stands for 56	
mixed layer depth and SSS stands for sea surface salinity. Seasons are global, meaning 57	
that the summer half-year for both hemispheres is considered simultaneously when 58	
producing the summer values and the winter half-year for both hemispheres is considered 59	
simultaneously to produce global winter values. 60	
 61	
Supplementary Figure 5 | As in Supplementary Fig. 4 but with surface heat flux and its 62	
components. 63	
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 64	
Supplementary Figure 6 | As in Supplementary Fig. 4 but with top-of-atmosphere 65	
radiative flux and its components.  66	
 67	
Supplementary Figure 7 | a, Change in annual mean climatological surface air 68	
temperature, b, net TOA flux, and c-f, four linearly additive components of TOA flux. g-69	
l, as in a-f but for global summer. m-r, as in a-f but for global winter. Seasons are global, 70	
meaning that the summer half-year for both hemispheres is considered simultaneously 71	
when producing the summer values and the winter half-year for both hemispheres is 72	
considered simultaneously to produce global winter values. 73	
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 74	
Supplementary Figure 8 | As in Fig. 3 but expanded seasonally. Seasons are global, 75	
meaning that the summer half-year for both hemispheres is considered simultaneously 76	
when producing the summer values and the winter half-year for both hemispheres is 77	
considered simultaneously to produce global winter values. 78	
 79	
Supplementary Figure 9 | As in Supplementary Fig. 8 but with the surface energy 80	
budget instead of the TOA energy budget. 81	
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 82	
Supplementary Figure 10 | As in supplementary Fig. 8 but with additional variables 83	
labeled in the panels. 84	
 85	
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Supplementary Figure 11 | Box and whisker plots of low-frequency unforced GMST 96	
variability (temporal standard deviation) in CMIP5 models in their preindustrial control 97	
runs (left) and in their RCP8.5 runs from 2200-2300 (right). The horizontal red line is the 98	
model median, the box spans the 1st to the 3rd quartiles and the whiskers span the entire 99	
range. See Methods for the how unforced variability was isolated from forced variability 100	
in the RCP8.5 run. The ensemble mean standard deviation reduced by 26% between the 101	
two experiments and was statistically significant at the 90th percentile (p-value = 0.065) 102	
using a one-sided student’s t-test assuming unequal variance. 103	
 104	
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 105	
Supplementary Figure 12 | As in Fig. 3 but using the multi-model mean regression 106	
coefficient difference in the CMIP5 models investigated (see Methods). CMIP5 models 107	
warmed more between their preindustrial control runs and the 2200-2300 time period of 108	
their RCP8.5 runs (8.1K on average) than the GFDL-CM3 model warmed between its 109	
preindustrial control and 2×CO2 runs (4.81K). Thus, to make the above results 110	
comparable to Fig. 3, the values in the maps were multiplied by a deflation factor 111	
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(4.81K/8.1K=0.59). Note that the color scale is narrower than in Fig. 3 partially because 112	
averaging over positive and negative values from different models results in smaller 113	
magnitudes. Stippling represents where at least six out of nine models agreed on the sign 114	
change of the regression coefficient. 115	
 116	
Supplementary Figure 13 | As in Fig. 4a and 4b but using the multi-model mean 117	
difference in the CMIP5 models investigated (see Methods). Stippling in (a) represents 118	
where at least six out of nine of the models agreed on the sign of the change in the 119	
magnitude of low frequency SAT variability. CMIP5 models warmed more between their 120	
preindustrial control runs and the 2200-2300 time period of their RCP8.5 runs (8.1K on 121	
average) than the GFDL-CM3 model warmed between its preindustrial control and 122	
2×CO2 run (4.81K). Thus, to make Supplementary Fig. 13a comparable to Fig. 4a, the 123	
values in the maps were multiplied by a deflation factor (4.81K/8.1K=0.59). 124	
 125	
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